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Discover the world
with the
Big Mini Library
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Joëlle Tourlonias, born in 1985,
studied visual communication and
illustration at Bauhaus University
in Weimar. Since then she has been
illustrating many picture and children’s books. Her books have been
translated to many languages.
www.joelletourlonias.blogspot.de
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Board-Book
24 Month+

The Big Mini Library of Words –
Me and You

The Big Mini Library of words –
Nature and Animals

The Big Mini Library of Words – Me and You takes you on a journey of discovery through body parts,
clothing, family members, and feelings. Chock full of adorable illustrations, this beautiful lexicon is full
of incredible information and delightful details that link the pictures, which means there is always
something new to discover.

Nature and Animals showcases flowers, trees, and native and exotic animals, both small and large, with enchanting illustrations and a treasure trove of information. Humorous details and heart-warming pictures guarantee you
will fall in love with every page of this enchanting series of books.
Children will love learning about everything that grows and thrives, crawls and flies!

A book to marvel at and look at again and again!

Developed in collaboration
with Dr Lars Burghardt,
Chair of Early Childhood
Education and Care at the
University of Bamberg.

• Helps build a wider vocabulary
• With collectible picture on reverse
• Heart-warming illustrations strengthen emotional
development
Joëlle Tourlonias
The Big Mini Library of Words –
Me and You
20 pages
Rights sold to: Romania

• Balance between simple and more challenging
words ensures the books grow with your child
and provide long-lasting enjoyment

Joëlle Tourlonias
The Big Mini Library of words –
Nature and Animals
20 pages
Rights sold to: Romania
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Board-Book
24 Month+

Knight Rusty – jacket,
boots, cap – time for
muddy puddles!
It’s raining and Bö and Boy Rusty want to splash
around in the big, muddy puddles. But first they
need to get into their waterproofs so they don’t get
wet. When their animal friends say they also want
to go outside, Knight Rusty is stumped – what
should they wear? Bö and the little knight look for
all kinds of clothes and show the animals how to
dress ‘properly’. And, of course, everything that can
go wrong does go wrong.
Encouraging message: I get dressed because I can!

Geschafft!
Jetzt aber nichts wie raus!
Allen voran stürmt das Pony aus der Tür.
Die anderen eilen hinterher.

The songs composed by
Felix Janosa are ready to download here:
ritterchen-rost.ueberreuter.de

… rein in die Pfützen!
Das macht Spaß.

• All the Knight Rusty fun you know and love,
now as board books
• How do I get dressed? – A wonderfully comical
tale of learning by doing
• New stories for a new generation of
Knight Rusty fans
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Jörg Hilbert studied communication design and lives as a
freelance author and illustrator
in Ruhr district. The books of his
famous “Rusty Knight” – musicals (music Felix Janosa) have
been sold more than 1 Million
copies.
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Felix Janosa has been composing
since he is twelve years old.
After having been studied school
music, he became cabaret artist,
jazz pianist, producer, author
and composer of the famous
“Rusty Knight” – musicals (with
Jörg Hilbert).
Jörg Hilbert
Knight Rusty – jacket, boots, cap – time for
muddy puddles!
All rights available
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Board-Book
3+

Furious Paul
Frida the pirate mouse and Paul the water dragon are best friends. But one day Paul gets out of the wrong side
of the bed. As he trots grimly to school, he kicks a rock that bounces away and flattens a mouse tent. When
Frida asks him to rebuild the tent, they get into an argument that escalates and Paul shoves Frida to the ground.
The resolute Frida stops Paul and shows him how to do things differently: You let off steam, but you never direct
your anger at others. After Paul apologises, his day even takes a good turn.
A story that shows even the youngest children how to deal with anger.

• Anger: an important topic at home, nursery
and school
• When anger strikes, you can learn to deal
with it
Antje Bohnstedt learned Graphic
design in Karlsruhe. For many
years she worked in advertising
agencies before becoming a
freelance illustrator in 2006.
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• Two strong, sympathetic characters and
a win-win solution

Antje Bohnstedt
Furious Paul
26 pages
All rights available
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Picture Book
4+

The Perfect
Do-Nothing Day
Roberta knows exactly what she
wants to do today: nothing! Except
maybe a little daydreaming. But
that’s not so easy when her family,
between soccer practice, mowing the lawn and playing, keeps
on offering suggestions for how
Roberta could spend a really nice
day. Fortunately, Roberta knows
exactly what she wants to do on
her beautiful day – and soon wins
everybody over.

Gegen Mittag kommen Mama und Laurenz zurück und
Laurenz erzählt viermal hintereinander, dass sie gewonnen
haben und er selbst um ein Haar ein Tor geschossen hätte.
Roberta sagt nichts.
»Und du?«, fragt Mama sie. »Sag mal! Was war hier so los?«
Roberta zuckt nur die Achseln. Manchmal muss man nicht
mal was erzählen.
»Um ein Haar!«, sagt Laurenz zum fünften Mal.
»Es war wirklich superknapp!«

A beautiful picture book that
invites you to stop and take a deep
breath amid the hustle and bustle
of family life.
Glücklicherweise wird es danach leichter. Roberta hockt vor der offenen
Legoschublade und baut: NICHTS. Das Lego hat heute frei! Alle Steine dürfen
liegenbleiben und weiterschlafen, die Zweier, die Vierer, die Achter und die
langen dünnen. Roberta stellt sich vor, was sie träumen. Vielleicht
davon, einmal eine Ritterburg zu sein? Oder ein Containerschiff?
Oder ein schickes Haus mit Swimmingpool? Oder eine Garage,
in der der schwarze Mercedes parkt, der bei Laurenz
im Regal steht?

• A picture book that feels like a holiday
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Nikola Huppertz was born in
Mönchengladbach in 1976 and
studied music and psychology.
Her debut novel won the literature competition at the Bonn
Book Fair ‘Migration’. She has
since published books for children and young adults, poems,
and stories for radio. She lives
in Hanover and is a freelance
author.
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Mareike Ammersken was born
in East Frisia in 1992 and lives
in Lüneburg. She works as an
educator and studies illustration at HAW Hamburg. She finds
inspiration during long walks
in the woods with her dog, and
from encounters with a wide
variety of people from her everyday professional life.

• The perfect story for taking a time-out from the
hustle and bustle of family life
• Atmospheric and humorous, with dreamlike
pictures that whisk you away
Nikola Huppertz / Mareike Ammersken
The Perfect Do-Nothing Day
32 pages
All rights available
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Fips’ Fire
Service –
Small Wheels,
Big Adventures
Roaring sirens, racing through
the city, extinguishing raging
fires and rescuing people from
danger – that’s the stuff every little
fire truck’s dreams are made of!
Even the smallest fire truck that
has ever rolled out of the factory
gates. While the grown-ups usually
laugh at Fips, she is sure that she
can do great things on her missions! When a forest fire breaks out
and the fastest way to the fire is
over a narrow bridge, Fips finally
gets the chance to prove to everyone what she is made of ...
A wonderful picture book with
stars to win children’s hearts!

Picture Book
4+

Was genau in der Fabrik schiefgelaufen war, konnte nachher
niemand mehr sagen. Als aber das Feuerwehrauto vom Band rollte,
schauten alle verdutzt zu ihm hin. Denn dieses Feuerwehrauto war
klein. Nein, es war nicht nur klein, es war besonders klein.
Die großen Feuerwehrautos, die vorher und nachher vom Band
liefen, warfen ihm verstohlen mitleidige Blicke zu. Dann drehten
sie ab zum großen Parkplatz.
Ein Mann lachte laut: »Das sieht ja aus wie meine Tante Fips.«
Und so bekam das kleine Feuerwehrauto seinen Namen. Fips.
Sie mochte diesen Namen sehr.

Tip

Michael Engler/ René Amthor
Treck, the Tiny Tractor
Rights sold to: Russia, Romania
32 pages
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Michael Engler Michael Engler
writes stage plays, audiobooks
and children’s books. His picture
books as f.e. the “Elephantastic”-series or “A strange bird”
are very popular and have been
translated to many languages.
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René Amthor studied Game
Design at the School of Media
Designin Düsseldorf. In late
2015, he founded a creative
office, Studio Vieleck, with his
wife. He illustrates children’s
and family games, colouring
books, computer games – and
now Treck, hisvery first picture
book. He lives with his family
in Hilden.

• A brave fire truck and a delightful story –
the perfect read-aloud package!
• Wonderful confirmation that little ones can
do big things
• The most popular vehicles in exciting action:
fire engines & more

Michael Engler / René Amthor
Fips’ Fire Service – Small Wheels,
Big Adventures
32 pages
Rights sold to: Romania
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Picture Book
4+

Lotte is nice
The little bird Lotte is constantly being bullied and tormented by the raven Hamfrie. He takes all her favorite
things from Lotte and is mean to her. And Lotte shouldn't snitch! But the owl Olla is always there for her, encourages her and gives Lotte new self-confidence. So she finally can face Hamfrie - and suddenly the big Hamfrie
becomes very small.
Together we are stronger!
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• A story about bullying and self-confidence
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Annegert Fuchshuber
(1940 – 1998) has created
well over 50 picture books and
children’s books. She has been
awarded numerous international
prizes such as the German
Children’s Literature Prize and
the Austrian Prize for Literature
for Children and Teenagers.

• Animal characters help make the topic
more accessible
• A charming classic by Annegert Fuchshuber
Annegert Fuchshuber
two and more

Annegert Fuchshuber /
The guesser of Hameln

All rights available

All rights available

32 pages

32 pages

Annegert Fuchshuber
Lotte is nice
32 pages
All rights available
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Picture Book
4+

There’s Something in the Air
Svea and her sisters live in a small town. It’s summer and everything is just as it should be – except for the
strange light and the whispering wind sweeping around the house. Karl, the dog, is also very excited. There is
something in the air! And indeed, a summer thunderstorm is heading their way – and what a storm! While Lotte
clings anxiously to Papa, Berit keeps her cool. And Svea is about to learn that she likes thunderstorms.
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A cosy thunderstorm story for the whole family.
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Malin Hörl was born in 1994
and studied design, specialising
in illustration, at the University
of Applied Sciences in Münster.
She lives and works as a freelance author and illustrator near
Frankfurt. There’s Something in
the Air is both her first picture
book and her final project at
university.

• A story that proves you don’t have to be afraid
of thunderstorms
• Teaches children the best way to behave during
a thunderstorm
• Sensitive and tactful picture book debut by new
talent Malin Hörl

Malin Hörl
There’s Something in the Air
32 pages
All rights available
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Picture Book
4+

Monstrous – A Little Dragon Stays Awake
While Anna sleeps, who is still awake? The little dragon Tobi! He walks around the room, happy as can be, because there are all kinds of things useful things to discover. The next morning, Anna is very surprised: Where is
her stocking? And the shuttlecock? When she opens her favourite book – the one with the little green dragon –
she gets the biggest surprise!
For little monsters who like to make mischief at night.

Da sieht er einen Haufen Puppenkleider in der Ecke.
»Da muss ich hin, so schnell wie möglich!«, ruft er,
springt auf den Rollschuh, und los geht die wilde Fahrt.

Dann purzelbaumt er gutgelaunt durchs Kinderzimmer
bis vor das Puppenhaus. Da steht ein wunderschöner Sessel,
er setzt sich rein und fühlt sich drachenwohl.
»Den Sessel nehm ich mit!«
Rasch springt er auf und findet einen Socken, in den er
alles einpackt, was er brauchen kann.

Tip
• An absolute classic, now available again

Klaus Baumgart
Monstrous — A Little Dragon Emerges
All rights available
40 pages
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Klaus Baumgart’s books have
sold more than 13 million copies
worldwide. He is one of the most
successful picture book artists in
the world and has won a host of
awards. Not only is he a bestselling author and illustrator, he was
also a professor of communication design for several years.

• A story full of warmth – and told with a twinkle
in the eye
• From Klaus Baumgart, author of Laura’s Star
Klaus Baumgart
Monstrous – A Little Dragon
Stays Awake
32 pages
All rights available
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My first Musical Picture Book
3+

The Moonlight Sonata
Grandma has got everything ready for Ben’s sleepover. She’s even turned the sofa, pillows and cushions into a
den! While he snuggles in and feels tiredness envelop him, his grandma plays an unmistakeable, slow melody
on the piano: it’s the opening section of Beethoven’s famous Moonlight Sonata. And as his grandma plays, Ben
begins to dream – of a fairy-tale moonlit night, a boat ride, and a sumptuous ball!
The world-famous piano sonata – now as an atmospheric music picture book.

Ben war begeistert.
Das Bett, das seine Großmutter für ihn gemacht hatte, sah wie eine
Höhle aus. Sie hatte das ganze Sofa umgebaut, überall lagen weiche
Decken und Kissen.
»Du kannst es dir schon gemütlich machen«, sagte seine Großmutter.
»Ich möchte nur noch kurz mit dem Klavier plaudern! Falls du
2
einschläfst, kuschle ich mich später dazu.«

Music & text on
the accompanying CD

Ben liebte es, wenn seine Großmutter mit
dem Klavier plauderte, wie sie es nannte.
Sie begann dann leise Melodien zu spielen,
Melodien, die sie liebte. Oft summte
sie beim Spielen mit.

Großmutter und Ben standen auf einer blühenden Wiese. Auch Julia
war da, Julia aus dem Nachbarhaus, die er so gern mochte.
Seine Großmutter bestaunte einzelne Blumen, er und Julia liefen
vergnügt durchs Gras. Groß und rund stand der Mond am Himmel.
Er ließ das Gras der Wiese silbern glänzen.

Composer: Ludwig

van
Beethoven
Piano: Boris Giltburg
Speaker: Heinz Janisch
Time: ca. 45 Minuten

7+8
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Heinz Janisch studied German
and journalism. He works as a
freelancer for ORF radio, where
he has been designing and
presenting radio programmes
since 1982. He also writes books
for children and adults and
has received numerous literary
awards. Heinz Janisch lives in
Vienna.
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Anna-Lena Kühler studied communication design in Wiesbaden
and majored in illustration.
Eversince she graduated, she
has been a freelance illustrator
for agencies and publishers at
home and abroad. She lives with
her husband, children and cat in
beautiful Eltville on the Rhine.

• Beethoven’s world-famous piano piece for
young children
• Heinz Janisch’s narration and Beethoven’s
delightful music are the perfect prelude to
wonderful dreams
• Audio book CD included, plus a code for
streaming on MuBiBu.de
• An ideal introduction to classical music

Heinz Janisch / Anna-Lena Kühler
The Moonlight Sonata
The piano sonata by Ludwig van
Beethoven
24 pages
All rights available
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Musical Picture Book
5+

Cinderella
Cruel stepsisters, a fairy godmother and a handsome prince – the best ingredients for a wonderful
fairy tale and an enchanting ballet. With this musical picture book, children will experience the magic
of the ballet and the fairy-tale music of Sergei Prokofiev.
Perfect as a gift for ballet fans or in the run-up to a ballet performance.

Music & text on the
accompanying CD
Composer: Sergej

Prokofjew
Sinfonieorchester Köln
Conductor: Michail Jurowski
Time: Dietmar Wunder
Orchestra: WDR

Kristina Dumas works
as journalist and author.
She has written many
musical picture books and
non fiction picture books.
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Elisa Vavouri studied art, graphic
design and painting in Athens.
Since 1995, she has been illustrating children’s books and is a
regular nominee for the Greek
National Prize for Illustration.
She has now illustrated more
than 65 books and her work has
been exhibited in countries allaround the world. She lives with
her family in Neuss.

• Discover classical music with one of the most
popular fairy tales of all time
• Sergei Prokofiev’s enchanting ballet brought to
life for children
• Information on music and instruments in
the accompanying audio book
• Accompanying Audio book CD also available
for streaming on MuBiBu.de

Kristina Dumas / Elisa Vavouri
Cinderella
The fairy tale Ballet by Sergej Prokofjew
32 pages
All rights available
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Toptitel

My first Musical Picture Book: | 3+

Musical Picture Book: | 5+

The Bremen Town MusiciansRights sold to: Korea
24 pages

Sleeping Beauty
All rights available
24 pages

Hansel and Gretel
All rights available
24 pages

The magic flute
Rights sold to: Ukraine,
Russia, China, Korea
32 pages

The four seasons
Rights sold to: China, Russia,
Korea
32 pages

Carnival of the animals
Rights sold to: China, Korea
24 pages

A little Night Music
All rights available
24 pages

Peter and the Wolf
Rights sold to: China, Korea
24 pages

Peter and the Wolf
Rights sold to: Russia
32 pages

The Bremen Town Musicians
All rights available
32 pages

The Magic Flute
Rights sold to: China, Korea
24 pages

Swan Lake
All rights available
24 pages

The four seasons
All rights available
24 pages

The Carnival of the Animals
Rights sold to: China, Korea,
Russia
32 pages

Summer Night’s Dream
Rights sold to: China, Russia
32 pages

The Moldau
All rights available
32 pages

Hansel and Gretel
All rights available
32 pages

Swan Lake
Rights sold to: China, Russia
32 pages
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Children’s Book
7+

Mega Loot
Project day at school: on the trail
of ancient Romans and knights!
Who will find a relic from the past?
An old bone, or maybe even buried
treasure? Alex, Kalle and Nora join
forces to search. Is that really a
dinosaur skeleton? One thing is
for sure – it will be a day full of
surprises!
A fast-paced adventure with lots
of pictures and short texts!

Rüdiger Bertram / Horst Hellmeier
Mega Loot

Tip

128 pages
All rights available

Rüdiger Betram / Horst Hellmeier
What a Mega-Disaster
Rights sold to: Denmark, Finland
128 pages
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Rüdiger Bertram was born in
Ratingen on the last day of
May 1967 and has been writing
light-hearted and serious books
for children and young readers
for more than fifteen years. He
lives in Cologne with his wife
and daughter and what feels like
a million books.
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Horst Hellmeier grew up
surrounded by mountains and
trees in the beautiful wild Alps
of Styria. After a detour to
the north of Germany to study
illustration at HAW Hamburg, he
now lives and works in Vienna
and has been illustrating many
children’s books.

• Successful concept: comic novel that
promotes reading
• Extremely funny: incredible treasure hunt
with an unexpected ending
• Fully illustrated, engaging text
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Children’s Book
8+

I Am Flocke – Too
Much talent, Not
Enough Carrots!
Flocke is the most beautiful, most
noble steed to ever set its hooves
on the ground. Yes! In his diary,
this self-confident Shetland pony
only wants to describe his exploits
(disasters, say the humourless
adults). But then a new horse
comes to the farm – as Flocke’s replacement! Nico is huge and seems
to be just what Flocke’s owner is
looking for. Yes, it’s true that Lisa’s
legs are now so long that she can
walk along when she rides. But
that only makes things easier for
Flocke! One thing is clear: The new
horse on the block has to go!

Maren Dammann / Josephine Mark
I Am Flocke – Too Much talent, Not
Enough Carrots!

Here comes Flocke: Short legs,
big mouth!

128 pages
All rights available

Maren Dammann lives with
her family and their horses on
a mini farm in Brisbane, Australia. She spends her time as
a tournament rider and trick
trainer preferably in the saddle.
When she does not ride, she
writes books.
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Josephine Mark was born in
1981 Born in Naumburg/Saale.
She studied cultural and media
education at the University of
Applied Sciences in Merseburg
and works as an Illustrator,
comic artistand graphic designer
in Leipzig.Under the label puvo
productions she publishes comics,cartoons and illustrations.

• A diary from told from helter-skelter pony Flocke’s
point of view
• An inspiring read: short chapters, loose typesetting
and lots of cheeky illustrations
• Written with lots of humour by an author who
knows all too well about opinionated ponies
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Children’s Books
8+

Dein

Bestseller
Dein

Bestseller

• Sold to 18 Countries
• More than 500.000 of
the series sold
For all brave ones from 11

Dein

Bestseller

Magnus Myst
The Bad Book

Magnus Myst
The forbidden Bad Book

Magnus Myst
The Baddest Book ever

Rights sold to:
Poland, Russia

Rights sold to:
Poland

All rights available

128 pages

160 pages

160 pages

The Little Bad Book 1–3, 8 +
Magnus Myst / Thomas Hussung
The Little Bad Book 1–3 / 128, 160 and 176 pages
Rights sold to: Denmark (Flachs), France (Flammarion Jeunesse), Russia (Eksmo), Czech Republic (Mladá Fronta),
Columbia (Panamericana), Romania (Didactica), Japan (Kin-no-Hoshisha), Dutch (Condor), Portugal (Grupo Leya), Italy
(Il Castoro), Finland (Aurinko Kustannus), Korea (STUDIO DASAN), Ukraine (LLC Fors Ukraine), Poland (Prószynski
Media), Sweden (Tukan), Norway (Zebra AS), Hungary (Alexandra Publishing) , USA (Penguin Random House)
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Children’s Book
8+

Whispering Forest 4 – The
Shadow Master Awakens
Ever since Lukas discovered a portal to the Whispering Forest in the attic, nothing has been the same.
Together with his new friends – his classmate
Ella, Felicitas the elf, and the inquisitive Menok
Rani – Lukas has already experienced a host of magical adventures. But now the dark magician has
returned. And he is planning nothing short of the
destruction of the heart of the forest and, on top
of that, the entire Whispering Forest. An almost
impossible task awaits the four friends!
The exciting finale of the 1st season!

Andreas Suchanek / Timo Grubing
Flüsterwald 4
Der Schattenmeister erwacht
272 pages
Rights sold to:
Russia, Czech Republic (Vol. 1–3)

Limitierte
Erstauflage
mit exklusiven Extras!
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Born in Landau in 1982,
Andreas Suchanek studied
computer science, although his
heart was always set on books.
So, he began to write. His books
have won numerous awards,
including the German Fantasy
Prize and the LovelyBooks
Reader’s Prize. “TheWhispering Forest” is his first book for
children.
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Timo Grubing, born in 1981,
studied illustration at the
University of Applied Sciences
in Münster and returned to his
hometown of Bochum after he
graduated in 2007. As a freelance illustrator, his work is
incredibly varied. He illustrates
books for children and young
adults, games, comics and anything else that comes his way.

• The much-anticipated 4th volume – the exciting
season finale of the popular adventure series!
• Short chapters with exciting twists, turns, and
lots of humour for maximum reading enjoyment
• Author with large social media presence and
huge fan base
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Children’s Book
9+

The Adventurous Journey of Leopold Morsch
Leopold Morsch lives in happy seclusion with his friend Hainwart, the walking tree. One day, Morsch is given a
shell in which he hears a call for help. Bravely, the two friends decide to answer the call and venture out into the
wide world, where they encounter showmen, unscrupulous scientists, a dragon and a crazy captain – and find two
new companions in the shape of Knight Griesbert vom Berg and the boy Tisal. But Tisal’s origins are shrouded in
mystery – and somehow connected with Morsch’s shell ...
The terrific adventure book is now available in a practical brochure format!

Gregor Wolf / Cornelia Haas
The Adventurous Journey of
Leopold Morsch
320 pages
All rights available

Paperback-Tip
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Oliver Schlick
Cold as Ice, clear as glass

All rights available

All rights available

All rights available

416 pages

384 pages

384 pages

Gregor Wolf, born in 1977,
studied Egyptology and
researched and wrote about
the Pharaonic Empire. He
now writes fantasy filled
stories for children and teenagers. He lives with his family,
surrounded by lavender
and raspberry bushes near
Munich.
www.gr-wolf.de
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Akram El-Bahay
Guardians of the Words
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Akram El-Bahay
Dream Thief
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Cornelia Haas was born in 1972
near Augsburg. She fi rst trained
as a sign and light advertising
manufacturer before graduating from Münster University of
Applied Sciences with a degree
in design. Since 2013 she has
been a lecturer at the Münster
University of Applied Sciences
for Acrylic & Digital Painting.
www.cornelia-haas.de

• The much-anticipated 4th volume – the exciting
season finale of the popular adventure series!
• Short chapters with exciting twists, turns, and lots
of humour for maximum reading enjoyment
• Author with large social media presence and huge
fan base
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Dear Booksellers,
How old must I have been? Thirteen? Fourteen? Anyway, I’ll
never forget the day I cried for the first time while reading a
book. I was sitting in the living room and Winnetou had just
died. Just like that. Over three volumes, Winnetou had become
my best friend, my brother, and I was Old Shatterhand. As a
child, I experienced the power of a book for the very first time.
The death scene from Winnetou changed my life and planted in me a deep desire to become an author. And now, almost
four decades later, I have referenced this scene in a modified
form in my book Baddabamba. As I was writing Baddabamba, I
could feel Winnetou looking over my shoulder. Paula is my Old
Shatterhand, a brave child who embarks on a journey that will
change her forever; and the mysterious gorilla Baddabamba is
my Winnetou.
I hope that this energy is conveyed on every page, and I
would like to draw your attention to my own heartfelt book,
Baddabamba. I am eager to hear what you think.
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All the best,
your

utz

Markus Orths has published 12 books
for adults. He has received numerous awards,
including the Telekom Austria Prize in 2008,
the Lower Rhine Literature Prize of the City
of Krefeld in 2009 and the City of Wetzlar’s
Phantastik-Preis in 2011. One of his
novels, “Das Zimmermädchen”, was filmed
in 2015. He has also taught poetry
at the universities of Paderborn
and Bamberg.

© www.freepsdfiles.net
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Children’s Book
10+

Baddabamba and the Island of Time
An accident casts 10-year-old Paula adrift, stranding her on the Island
of Time, Chronossos. If you’re looking for it, the island is actually
impossible to find; it has its very own laws and no ship will ever make
it ashore. Paula wants one thing above all: to get back to her parents.
An almost impossible task. Fortunately, she has three wonderful new
friends to help her: the lovingly crazy Jungle Granny, the fun-loving
sow Anna Bella and the kind gorilla Baddabamba. And they will only
survive this adventure together.
A philosophical adventure novel that’s unlike anything you have
ever read before!

Markus Orths / Verena Körting
Baddabamba and the Island of Time
352 pages
All rights available
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Verena Körting, born in Cologne,
studied visual communication at
the university of applied sciences
Dusseldorf. She returned to her
hometown in 2013. She now illustrates children ’s books, Fairy tales
and picture books as well as book
covers for publishers.

• Wild, unusual and wonderful: an adventure
story bursting with imagination and linguistic
craft, featuring a strong girl and an unforgettable
gorilla
• Philosophical and eloquent: Markus Orths
at his best
• With double-page illustrations by
Verena Körting
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Children’s Book
10+

Rory Shy, The Demure Detective –
The Mystery of Eichhorn Castle
An exciting new case for 12-year-old Matilda and the famously demure detective Rory Shy: In the boarding
school at Eichhorn Castle, strange messages have begun to appear. What’s so strange about them? Well, they say
that the ‘accidental’ death of a teacher 25 years ago was actually murder. On behalf of the principal, the less than
dynamic duo immediately begin to investigate. As always, they are ably supported by the fleet-footed cocker
spaniel Dr Herkenrath. What really happened back then?
A wonderfully funny and delightfully clever whodunit with an important message:
It’s perfectly okay to be shy!

Tip

Oliver Schlick
Rory Shy, der schüchterne Detektiv –
Das Rätsel um Schloss Eichhorn
320 pages

352 pages
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All rights available

320 pages
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Rights sold to: Russia
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Oliver Schlick
Rory Shy, the Timid Detective –
The case of the red dragonfly
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Oliver Schlick
Rory Shy — the reluctant
detective
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All rights availabe
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Oliver Schlick works in
residential care with young
people and refugees. When
he is not writing, he spends
his free time collecting snow
globes and tin toys and
listening to The Cure. He
lives in Düsseldorf.

• Volume 3 of the somewhat different crime series:
clever, funny and with wonderfully unusual
characters
• An unbeatable investigative duo: the shy detective
and his talkative twelve-year-old assistant
• Volume 1 was nominated for the Glauser Prize 2021
for best children’s crime novel
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Children’s Book
10+

A Summer Wind
After a tragic riding accident, 15-year-old Enola is supposed to spend the summer in Scotland on her aunt’s
Shetland pony farm. But even the sweet ponies can’t ease her grief and self-doubt. It’s only when she finds an
old diary, written by a boy called Georgie, who was buried in the coal mines in the 30s with his pit pony Lucky,
that she feels something stir inside her. Because no matter how bad the situation, Georgie never lost heart.
Can she get through this, too?
The new horse novel from Mina Teichert!

Tip:
Mina Teichert
A Summer Wind
256 pages
All rights available

Mina Teichert
A summer to steal horses

Mina Teichert
My summer with the fire horses

All rights available

All rights available

288 pages

288 pages
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Mina Teichert
My unexpected horsey summer
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Mina Teichert was first a
photographer an became later
on an author. She lives together
with her husband and daugther
near hanover.

• A subject to touch every heart: fear after a riding
accident
• Featuring one of the most popular horse breeds:
fluffy, cuddly Shetland ponies
• A new summer horse novel by bestselling author
Mina Teichert
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Young Adult
12+

The Antique Bookshop of
Lost Things
An internship in an antiquarian bookshop! It’s a dream come true
for 16-year-old Clara. But when she arrives in Lyon, she notices that
things are not quite as they should be. Clara soon finds a book with
a forgotten object from a previous owner. Then, the grumpy Monsieur
Mathis and the antique bookshop’s owner start behaving extremely
strangely. What’s more, the books and the things in them seem to be
carrying their own secrets ... Clara knows only one thing: this is a
mystery she has get to the bottom of!
A romantic and magical book adventure that leads across France!

Tip
Daphne Mahr
Das Antiquariat der verlorenen Dinge
352 pages
All rights available

Daphne Mahr
Book Love
Rights sold to: Russia
352 pages
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Daphne Mahr was born in
St. Pölten in Austria in 1990.
After graduating with a
degree in German Studies and
History, she spent two years
as a schoolteacher, before
becoming a bookseller. She
lives with her husband just
outside Vienna.

• Magical and mysterious: What is the secret of
the lost objects in books?
• Dreamlike setting: A French antique bookshop
that anyone would love to browse through
• The new humorous-romantic book for young
adults by Daphne Mahr
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The rousing firstinstalment in the
new, two-part, fantasy
page turners

“I’m looking for blood red lies.
The lies that hide a secret.
The lies that hide something big.
The lies that feed on fear”.
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Young Adult
12+

Die Lügendiebin
17-year-old Fawn is Mentano’s best lie thief. She uses her red magic to unmask lies as soon as they are spoken. A
lucrative business. But her biggest heist goes wrong: in the house of the noble Falcron family, she is caught by
Caeden, the son and head of the family. Fawn finds herself in the biggest lie of her life: If she doesn’t want to be
exposed and hanged, she must pretend to be Caeden’s fiancée. With her abilities, Caeden wants to finally unmask
the murderer of his father ...
The thrilling first instalment to a spectacular new duology!

Saskia Louis
The lying thief
416 pages
All rights available

Second Volumne
will be published
in autumne’ 22
Saskia Louis was born in 1993
born and grew up in Hattingen.
Today she lives in Cologne as
a successful author.
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• Lies, love and an explosive mystery:
romance fantasy at its best!
• Interesting idea: What if you could recognise
every kind of lie instantly?
• Captivating and stylish, from a young,
talented author
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Young Adult
12+

Even Young Leopards
Have Spots
15-year-old Geedi can hardly believe his eyes when
his long-lost big brother Aayan turns up out of the
blue. What’s more, the rumours are true: He has joined
the Somali pirates – and is now none other than the
famous and feared Ghost of Aden. On the night Aayan
wants to disappear again, Geedi hides in the back of
his pickup truck and follows his role model. But he
soon discovers that a pirate’s life is not all sunshine ...
A literary tale about the pirates of today.

Tip
Andreas Brettschneider
Even Young Leopards Have Spots
192 pages
All rights available

Hansjörg Nessensohn
This damned life just
goes on
All rights available

Hansjörg Nessensohn
Delete me
All rights available
352 pages

288 pages

Andreas Brettschneider
was born in 1974 and has been
a teacher of German, English,
music and literature since 2005.
Even Young Leopards Have Spots
is his debut novel.
Hansjörg Nessensohn
Courage. Power. Love.
All rights available
352 pages
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• A rousing adventure novel about piracy of
the coast of Somalia
• Explores crimes committed out of economic
necessity – and their consequences
• Poses big questions about finding the right in
the wrong and a trace of good in evil
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Young Adult
12+

The Bear Whisperer
Paula is a bear whisperer in Clearwaters, California. The town is
struggling to get to grips with a genuine bear plague and Paula
manages to coax the animals to turn back. Unfortunately, she isn’t
always completely successful. Despite her best efforts, a bear cub
and its mother are due to be shot. Then Paula is unexpectedly helped
by young Brian, who was recently attacked by a bear himself ...
Bears, love and a courageous young woman – the new novel
from Christopher Ross!

Tip

Christopher Ross
The Bear Whisperer
256 pages
All rights available

Christopher Ross
Northern Lights

Christopher Ross
The wolves from the frog

All rights available

All rights available

256 pages

256 pages

Christopher Ross writes
romantic adventures with
tension andemotion. With
bestsellers suchas the “Alaska
Wilderness”- series, he has
become a well-known writer.
Christopher Ross
The wolves from
Mystery Creek

Christopher Ross
The wolves from
Charley River

All rights available

All rights available

256 pages

256 pages
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• The latest romantic adventure from bestselling
author Christopher Ross
• An exciting mission to rescue a bear cub
• Popular mix of suspense, love, and nature
set against the wildly romantic backdrop of
the Sierra Nevada Mountains
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Backlist

Backlist

Composers

25.000

Kristina Dumas / Christa Unzner
The little Bach
Rights sold to: China, Korea

Ernst A. Ekker /
Doris Eisenburger
Johann Sebastian Bach
Rights sold to: China, Vietnam

Kristina Dumas / Lisa Hänsch
The little Beethoven
All rights available

35.000

Lene Mayer-Skumanz /
Winfried Opgenoorth
Beethoven – Live and Work of the
great Composer
Rights sold to: China, Romania,
Vietnam

50.000

Ernst A. Ekker /
Doris Eisenburger
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
Rights sold to: China, Víetnam,
Russia

Lene Mayer-Skumanz /
Winfried Opgenoorth
Frédéric Chopin
Rights sold to: China, Vietnam

Timna Brauer / Birgit Antoni
The litlle Mozart
Rights sold to: China
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Backlist

Make Music

Fairy Tales

25.000

55.000

Marko Simsa / Hans-Günther Döring
Filipp Frog and the
secret of the water
All rights available

Marko Simsa /
Winfried Opgenoorth
Tina and the orchestra
Rights sold to: Bulgaria, China

Marko Simsa / Catherine Ionescu
Max plays the drums
All rights available

Carlo Collodi / Mario Grasso
The Adventures of Pinocchio
All rights available

Jonathan Swift / Mario Grasso
Gulliver’s Travels
Rights sold to: Russia

Wilhelm Hauff / Mario Grasso
The most beautiful Fairy Tales by
Wilhelm Hauff
Rights sold to: Romania

Heinz Janisch / Marion Goedelt
The best Fairy Tales about Animals
and Magic Things
All rights available

Horst Künnemann / Mario Grasso
Fairy Tales from 1001 Nights
Rights sold to: Poland, Russia

Silke Leffler
The best Fairy Tales from Aesop
until today
All rights available

10.000

Susa Hämmerle / Astrid Vohwinkel
My first Ballet Book
Steps, Ballets, Music
Rights sold to: Irak

Oliver Steger / Catherine Ionescu
The Jazz Phantom
Jazz for Children: Blues, Swing,
Latin & Co.
All rights available
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Our Foreign Rights Hits

Michael Engler / Joëlle Tourlonias
Elefantastic
Rights sold to: Belgium (dutch),
Romania, Russia, USA

Michael Engler / Joëlle Tourlonias
Elefantastic Adventures
Rights sold to: Romania, Russia, USA

Michael Engler / Joëlle Tourlonias
Elefantastic Trip
Rights sold to: Romania

Katharina Grossmann-Hensel
My father is a Pirate
All Rights available

Katharina Grossmann-Hensel
Why Grown-Ups have to stay up
so late at Night
All Rights available

Michael Engler / Joëlle Tourlonias
I am a Tiger
Rights sold to: Romania, USA

Michael Engler / Joëlle Tourlonias
A strange Bird
Rights sold to: Romania

Heinz Janisch / Silke Leffler
I have a little Problem, said the Bear …
Rights sold to: Brazil, China, Serbia,
Slovenia, Turkey, USA

Sabine Bohlmann / Susanne Straßer
Once when the Cloud lived in our House
Rights sold to: Romania

Antje Bohnstedt
Angry Paul
All rights available

Johannes Büchs / Constanze von Kitzing
What do Monsters eat?
All rights availabe

Books by Annegert Fuchshuber
Excellence
Award

Katharina Grossmann-Hensel
Raising Parents Right
Rights sold to: China, Denmark,
Estonia, Korea, Spain, Vietnam

Katharina Grossmann-Hensel
My Mum is a Superhero
Rights sold to: China, Estonia,
Vietnam, Taiwan

Katharina Grossmann-Hensel
When I was a Child
Rights sold to: China, Denmark,
Vietnam, Taiwan

Annegert Fuchshuber
Karlinchen – A Child on Escape
Rights sold to: Korea

Annegert Fuchshuber
Two and More
All Rights available

B. Bartos-Höppner / A. Fuchshuber
The Rat-Catcher of Hamelin
All Rights available

Please contact:
Julia Balogh
Head of Foreign Rights
Phone +49 (30) 652 16 23 - 25
julia.balogh@ueberreuter.de
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